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The
Collaborative

Our common goal is ensuring that public lands are part of a just and
equitable climate solution by:
Promoting sustainability, climate resiliency, and healthy
communities and economies;
Protecting, connecting, and restoring critical landscapes and
lands; and
Reducing emissions from energy produced on public lands.
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Collaborative
Values

What's at Stake
We enter this conversation from the perspective of multiple
intersecting interests: clean water, clean air, public health, inspired
voices, access to public spaces, recreation, sustainable
economies, honoring Indigenous knowledge and history, faith and
spirituality-based stewardship of the earth, environmental justice,
preservation of culture and heritage, protecting wildlife, and/or
healthy food systems.
We are experiencing a climate crisis that threatens humanity and
all living beings.
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Role of public lands:
Public lands are a source of, an indicator of, and an entry point
for engaging with the climate crisis.
From time immemorial, the Indigenous inhabitants of North
America have been conscientious stewards of the land. “Public
lands” were created from the forced removal of native
communities, and management of these lands has often
prioritized extraction. Given that Indigenous peoples are proven
caretakers of the natural world, public lands should be managed
to protect sacred sites, counter Indigenous erasure, and respect
Tribal sovereignty.
Public lands are a celebrated, shared resource and should
benefit all of our communities.
Public lands in rural, urban, and suburban communities play a
critical role in U.S. adaptation, mitigation and resiliency
measures.

Need for bold and immediate collective action:
A collective climate plan for public lands can create solidarity
across a range of diverse communities, including those on the
frontlines of a warming planet and disproportionate impacts,
allowing organizations and the communities they work with and
serve to play to their strengths, contribute to a holistic strategy,
and feed into a reimagined opportunity around climate change
and public lands.
Strategies to date have not been effective. This complex and
daunting challenge calls for a new way of thinking that prioritizes
ambitious, creative, and science-based solutions.
Solutions must have broad appeal and benefits.
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Guiding
Principles

Acknowledgment of History: The U.S. conservation movement
historically has benefitted from the forced or coercive
displacement of Indigenous and non-Indigenous peoples. Public
lands have been spaces often restricted – explicitly or implicitly
– to use and management by individuals with racial, economic,
and geographic privilege.
Balanced approach to solutions: All climate solutions for public
lands must consider emissions, the impact on wildlife, and the
impact – including economic – on the community. Every
solution has potential benefits and drawbacks; drawbacks
should be mitigated and their burden/impact fairly shared.
Stakeholder engagement: Public lands are for everyone. All land
management planning should consider and act upon the input of
local communities and the broader public – this includes
Indigenous populations and others who have historically been
harmed by land conservation and development on lands. Those
who stand to be most affected by public lands decisions must
be able to provide input into and influence that decision.
Sense of urgency: The climate crisis has and will continue to
have devastating impacts on our communities, economies, and
ecosystems. We must take bold action, now.
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Priority Areas
Economies and
Communities:
Promote
sustainability,
resiliency, and
health for
economies and
communities.

Ecosystems:
Protect, connect,
and restore critical
landscapes.

Emissions: Reduce
emissions from
energy produced on
public lands.
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Shared
Framework
Goals
Bolster a triple bottom line public lands economy that balances the
benefit and impact on people, the planet, and profit.
Foster a new generation of public lands stewardship through
education, outreach, and outdoor access.
Engage communities historically and presently most impacted by
climate change and pollution in decision-making about public lands
and waters.
Support justice-driven transitions for communities moving away
from fossil fuel economies.

Create a well-designed and connected system of protected lands
and waters, wildlife corridors, and working lands to sustain
biological diversity and increase sequestration potential.
Manage landscapes for public health and community resilience.
Support and fund sustainable land management practices and
stewardship programs.
Significantly reduce emissions of both greenhouse gases and
criteria and toxic air pollutants from fossil fuel production on public
lands and offshore waters.
Responsibly permit renewable energy on public lands and waters.

